The ELT Concourse Charter
The general purpose of ELT Concourse is to provide free resources for anyone working or studying in the field
of English Language Teaching, including but not limited to:
English Language Teachers whether in EFL, EAP, ESOL or any other branch of the profession
Learners needing English language skills for whatever purpose
Teachers entering the profession or newly trained
Experienced teachers advancing their careers by taking higher qualifications
Academic managers, especially those newly appointed
Teacher trainers at whatever level of qualification
Teacher trainers in training
People interested in knowing more about English and language in general

ELT Concourse Policies
All resources on the site are free of any charges and the site does not require users to sign up or register to
access the materials.
The site is and will remain wholly independent of any other organisation, commercial or otherwise, and will
accept no sponsorship other than the provision of a webhosting facility.
This site carries no advertising and permits no promotional activity by its contributors.
All materials on the website are covered by a Creative Commons license (see below for details).
Materials are not formally peer-reviewed and no claims are made concerning their accuracy although
strenuous efforts are made to ensure it.

Links from or to ELT Concourse
Some materials may contain links to other sites. ELT Concourse is not responsible for the content of any other sites
and has no control over them. ELT Concourse is also not responsible for the privacy practices of linked sites.
Links to other sites do not imply that ELT Concourse approves of or recommends the target of the link. Such links are
for information only and ELT Concourse receives no revenue or benefit from them.
ELT Concourse has no control over links to the site and no such links should imply any formal connections between
ELT Concourse and other sites or organisations.

Using the materials on ELT Concourse
You are free to share, copy and amend any of the materials but under certain conditions:
Attribution:
If the author is identifiable, you must attribute the work to that author and to this site. If the
author is not identifiable, you must attribute the materials to this site. In neither case may you
do so in a way that suggests that the author(s) or this site endorse you or your use of the work.
Non-commercial:
You may not use the material for commercial purposes. The material may be used with feepaying learners of English but may not be used on fee-paying courses for teachers. Small
excerpts from materials, conventionally attributed, may be used on such courses but wholesale
lifting of materials is explicitly forbidden.
Share Alike:
If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only
under the same or similar license to this one.
For full details of the terms of the licence, both in legal terms and in language readily understood by normal people,
please click on this link:

Submitting material to ELT Concourse
Any materials which will be of use or interest to people working and/or studying in the field of English Language
Teaching will be considered.
If you wish to submit materials, articles, presentations or any other form of work to the site for consideration for
publication, please see the guidance on the site at https://www.eltconcourse.com/contribute.html.

